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Find your way around the site

The resources on LocalHousingSolutions.org are organized under eight verbs. Each of these sections corresponds to a different step in the process of developing and implementing a local housing strategy. While the order of the sections (from top to bottom) roughly approximates the sequence of steps in developing a local housing strategy, these sections can be viewed in any order. To learn more about the history, design, and functionality of the site, watch a webinar presented by two of LocalHousingSolutions.org’s creators.

**LEARN** contains introductory videos on the basics of housing policy that answer questions such as *Why is housing unaffordable?* and *Why doesn’t the housing market produce the housing we need?*

**PLAN** contains briefs on how to establish a process for developing a local housing strategy, including an explanation of what a local housing strategy is and how to develop one, principles for effective community engagement, and guidance on how to obtain input from a full range of local agencies.

**ANALYZE** contains tools and briefs on using data to prioritize and tailor local housing policies to address your community’s needs.

**ACT** contains the Housing Policy Library, with detailed information on dozens of local housing policies, and the Housing Strategy Self-Assessment, a tool to identify strengths and gaps in your local housing strategy. The policies are organized based on our [Housing Policy Framework](#).

**FUND** identifies possible funding sources for affordable housing, and describes the critical role that locally-generated revenue plays in supplementing federal resources.

**REFINE** identifies trade-offs to consider when designing local housing policies and deciding how to allocate resources among competing priorities. Topics addressed include how to allocate resources between tenant-based and project-based rental assistance, how to balance the goals of promoting homeownership and increasing the availability of affordable rental housing, and whether and when to prioritize the preservation of existing affordable housing for new construction.

**BRIDGE** contains briefs that describes why housing matters for a variety of outcomes
such as health, education, and the environment, as well as resources on how to broaden the base of support for affordable housing to build strong coalitions.

**EXPLORE** allows users to access content based on an alphabetical list of issues and policies and provides links to additional resources on local housing policy.